
Created on Monday 04 October, 2004

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb01 - Bright Gold
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb01

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 1 of 103



Created on Monday 04 October, 2004

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb02 - Pale Gold
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb02

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 2 of 103



Created on Monday 04 October, 2004

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb03 - Gold
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb03

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 3 of 103



Created on Monday 04 October, 2004

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb27 - Ice Pastels
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb27

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 4 of 103



Created on Thursday 04 November, 2004

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb04 - Silver
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb04

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 5 of 103



Created on Thursday 04 November, 2004

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb06 - Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb06

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 6 of 103



Created on Thursday 04 November, 2004

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb07 - Red
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb07

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 7 of 103



Created on Thursday 04 November, 2004

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb14 - Bronze
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb14

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 8 of 103



Created on Thursday 04 November, 2004

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb17 - Water Blue
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb17

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 9 of 103



Created on Thursday 04 November, 2004

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb21 - Copper
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb21

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 10 of 103



Created on Thursday 04 November, 2004

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb24 - Rose
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb24

It is a three ply braided metallic that is extremely
versatile. It is very durable and should not present
any problem when stitching. In fact, you might try
using it where you would use two ply of blending
filament. It would give the same look and you would
not have the bother, or mess, of stitching with
blending filament that you would need to ply up. It is
great to use when you want to add a glimmer of
metallic without overpowering the rest of your
stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 11 of 103



Created on Thursday 04 November, 2004

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb32 - Pewter
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb32

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 12 of 103



Created on Monday 13 December, 2004

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb10 - White Pearl
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb10

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 13 of 103



Created on Monday 13 December, 2004

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb11 - Purple
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb11

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 14 of 103



Created on Monday 13 December, 2004

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb26 - Aztec Gold
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb26

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.24 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 15 of 103



Created on Monday 13 December, 2004

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb30 - Black Gold
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb30

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 16 of 103



Created on Wednesday 22 December, 2004

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb25 - Old Gold
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb25

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 17 of 103



Created on Wednesday 22 December, 2004

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb29 - Burgundy
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb29

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 18 of 103



Created on Wednesday 22 December, 2004

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb08 - Royal Blue
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb08

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 19 of 103



Created on Saturday 26 March, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb34 - Deep Purple
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb34

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 20 of 103



Created on Saturday 26 March, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb35 - Lite Antique Gold
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb35

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 21 of 103



Created on Saturday 26 March, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb36 - Antique Gold
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb36

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 22 of 103



Created on Saturday 26 March, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb37 - Dark Antique Gold
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb37

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 23 of 103



Created on Saturday 26 March, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb38 - Azure Blue
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb38

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 24 of 103



Created on Saturday 26 March, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb39 - New Copper
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb39

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 25 of 103



Created on Saturday 26 March, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb41 - Twilite Waters
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb41

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 26 of 103



Created on Saturday 26 March, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb40 - Egyptian Gold
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb40

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 27 of 103



Created on Saturday 26 March, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb42 - Autumn Orange
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb42

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 28 of 103



Created on Saturday 26 March, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb43 - Turquoise
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb43

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 26 March, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb44 - Autumn Red
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb44

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 04 August, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb16 - Dark Multi
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb16

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 04 August, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb28 - Powder Pink
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb28

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb05 - Black
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb05

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb09 - Sky Blue
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb09

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb12 - Lavender
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb12

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb13 - Pink
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb13

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb15 - Lite Multi
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb15

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb18 - Midnight Blue
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb18

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb19 - Dark Red
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb19

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb20 - Dark Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb20

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb22 - Dark Turquiose
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb22

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb23 - Snow
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb23

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb31 - Evergreen
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb31

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb33 - Blue Hi Gloss
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb33

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb45 - Christmas
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb45

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb46 - 4th of July
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb46

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb47 - Ice
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb47

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb48 - Autumn Leaves
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb48

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Sunday 30 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb49 - Brown
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb49

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb50 - Seashell
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb50

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb51 - Dark Chocolate
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb51

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb52 - Lighter Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb52

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Sunday 30 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb53 - Midnight Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb53

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Sunday 30 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb54 - Vatican Gold
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb54

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Sunday 30 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb55 - Brass
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb55

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Sunday 30 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb56 - Pale Avocado
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb56

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb57 - Avocado
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb57

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Sunday 30 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb58 - Antique Silver
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb58

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb59 - Black Silver
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb59

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb60 - Dark Powder Pink
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb60

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb61 - Dark Peony
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb61

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb62 - Morning Waters
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb62

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb63 - Deep Midnight Blue
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb63

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb64 - Rose
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb64

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb65 - Lite Violet
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb65

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb66 - Amethyst
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb66

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb67 - Raspberry
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb67

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb68 - Black Opal
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb68

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: ph01 - Gold (Hi Gloss)
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIph01

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.95 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: ph02 - Silver (Hi Gloss)
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIph02

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.95 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: ph03 - Yellow Gold (Hi Gloss)
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIph03

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.95 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 29 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb201 - Yellow Pearl
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb201

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 29 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb202 - Peach Pearl
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb202

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 29 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb203 - Seafoam Pearl
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb203

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 29 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb204 - Blue Pearl
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb204

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 29 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb205 - Amethyst Pearl
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb205

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 29 October, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb206 - Pink Pearl
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb206

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 23 February, 2008

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: ph04 - Bright Gold (Hi Gloss)
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIph04

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.95 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 23 February, 2008

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: ph05 - Black (Hi Gloss)
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIph05

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.95 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 23 February, 2008

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: ph10 - White Pearl (Hi Gloss)
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIph10

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.95 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 30 June, 2008

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb71 - Orchid
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb71

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 30 June, 2008

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb72 - Agean Blue
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb72

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 30 June, 2008

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb207 - Ecru Shimmer
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb207

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 06 April, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb208 - Lemon Mist
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb208

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 06 April, 2011

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb209 - Pink Carnation
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb209

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 25 October, 2013

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: ph11 - Pink (Hi Gloss)
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIph11

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.95 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 15 January, 2014

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb73 - Black Hills Gold
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb73

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 December, 2018

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: ph12 - Dark Turquoise (Hi Gloss)
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIph12

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.95 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 30 December, 2018

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: ph13 - Copper (Hi Gloss)
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIph13

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.95 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 26 March, 2019

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb87 - Med Blue
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb87

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided
metallic that is extremely versatile. It is very
durable and should not present any problem when
stitching. In fact, you might try using it where you
would use two ply of blending filament. It would
give the same look and you would not have the
bother, or mess, of stitching with blending filament
that you would need to ply up. It is great to use
when you want to add a glimmer of metallic
without overpowering the rest of your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 26 March, 2019

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb79 - Purple Twilight
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb79

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided
metallic that is extremely versatile. It is very
durable and should not present any problem when
stitching. In fact, you might try using it where you
would use two ply of blending filament. It would
give the same look and you would not have the
bother, or mess, of stitching with blending filament
that you would need to ply up. It is great to use
when you want to add a glimmer of metallic
without overpowering the rest of your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 26 March, 2019

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb80 - Nautical Blue
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb80

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided
metallic that is extremely versatile. It is very
durable and should not present any problem when
stitching. In fact, you might try using it where you
would use two ply of blending filament. It would
give the same look and you would not have the
bother, or mess, of stitching with blending filament
that you would need to ply up. It is great to use
when you want to add a glimmer of metallic
without overpowering the rest of your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 26 March, 2019

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb81 - Black Iris
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb81

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided
metallic that is extremely versatile. It is very
durable and should not present any problem when
stitching. In fact, you might try using it where you
would use two ply of blending filament. It would
give the same look and you would not have the
bother, or mess, of stitching with blending filament
that you would need to ply up. It is great to use
when you want to add a glimmer of metallic
without overpowering the rest of your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 26 March, 2019

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb82 - Volcanic Ash
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb82

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided
metallic that is extremely versatile. It is very
durable and should not present any problem when
stitching. In fact, you might try using it where you
would use two ply of blending filament. It would
give the same look and you would not have the
bother, or mess, of stitching with blending filament
that you would need to ply up. It is great to use
when you want to add a glimmer of metallic
without overpowering the rest of your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 26 March, 2019

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb83 - Wild Lime
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb83

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided
metallic that is extremely versatile. It is very
durable and should not present any problem when
stitching. In fact, you might try using it where you
would use two ply of blending filament. It would
give the same look and you would not have the
bother, or mess, of stitching with blending filament
that you would need to ply up. It is great to use
when you want to add a glimmer of metallic
without overpowering the rest of your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 26 March, 2019

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb84 - Grass Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb84

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided
metallic that is extremely versatile. It is very
durable and should not present any problem when
stitching. In fact, you might try using it where you
would use two ply of blending filament. It would
give the same look and you would not have the
bother, or mess, of stitching with blending filament
that you would need to ply up. It is great to use
when you want to add a glimmer of metallic
without overpowering the rest of your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 26 March, 2019

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb85 - Living Coral
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb85

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided
metallic that is extremely versatile. It is very
durable and should not present any problem when
stitching. In fact, you might try using it where you
would use two ply of blending filament. It would
give the same look and you would not have the
bother, or mess, of stitching with blending filament
that you would need to ply up. It is great to use
when you want to add a glimmer of metallic
without overpowering the rest of your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 26 March, 2019

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb86 - Scuba Blue
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb86

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided
metallic that is extremely versatile. It is very
durable and should not present any problem when
stitching. In fact, you might try using it where you
would use two ply of blending filament. It would
give the same look and you would not have the
bother, or mess, of stitching with blending filament
that you would need to ply up. It is great to use
when you want to add a glimmer of metallic
without overpowering the rest of your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 26 March, 2019

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb88 - Madeira Red
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb88

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided
metallic that is extremely versatile. It is very
durable and should not present any problem when
stitching. In fact, you might try using it where you
would use two ply of blending filament. It would
give the same look and you would not have the
bother, or mess, of stitching with blending filament
that you would need to ply up. It is great to use
when you want to add a glimmer of metallic
without overpowering the rest of your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 26 March, 2019

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb89 - Racing Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb89

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided
metallic that is extremely versatile. It is very
durable and should not present any problem when
stitching. In fact, you might try using it where you
would use two ply of blending filament. It would
give the same look and you would not have the
bother, or mess, of stitching with blending filament
that you would need to ply up. It is great to use
when you want to add a glimmer of metallic
without overpowering the rest of your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 26 March, 2019

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb90 - Festive Fuschia
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb90

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided
metallic that is extremely versatile. It is very
durable and should not present any problem when
stitching. In fact, you might try using it where you
would use two ply of blending filament. It would
give the same look and you would not have the
bother, or mess, of stitching with blending filament
that you would need to ply up. It is great to use
when you want to add a glimmer of metallic
without overpowering the rest of your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 26 March, 2019

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb91 - Shining Armor
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb91

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided
metallic that is extremely versatile. It is very
durable and should not present any problem when
stitching. In fact, you might try using it where you
would use two ply of blending filament. It would
give the same look and you would not have the
bother, or mess, of stitching with blending filament
that you would need to ply up. It is great to use
when you want to add a glimmer of metallic
without overpowering the rest of your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 16 February, 2019

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Treasure Petite

Treasure Petite: pb78 - Tropical Tide
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIpb78

Treasure Braid Petite© is a three ply braided metallic
that is extremely versatile. It is very durable and
should not present any problem when stitching. In
fact, you might try using it where you would use two
ply of blending filament. It would give the same look
and you would not have the bother, or mess, of
stitching with blending filament that you would need
to ply up. It is great to use when you want to add a
glimmer of metallic without overpowering the rest of
your stitching.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 4.65 (incl. VAT)
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